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It is increasingly recognized that the wide-scale modification of habitats caused by climate change requires scientists
to consider how species and species interactions change both locally and at larger, regional scales. Metacommunity
approaches explicitly link local and regional dynamics for communities of species, providing a conceptual and
mathematical framework for global change biologists. These approaches can scale between community-level impacts
and the regional distributions and movements of species, and likewise determine how changes to regional processes,
such as dispersal and habitat configuration, influence local abundances and occurrences. This review discusses
several lessons that have recently emerged from climate change studies and metacommunity theory to identify some
of the key processes that link local-scale studies to regional-scale properties of communities, and vice versa. We
then use simple models to highlight how these linkages function and to identify where research could gain most
by studying specific local and regional processes. Finally, we propose methods for the field to move forward by
clarifying how to incorporate metacommunity approaches into empirical research, and by identifying important
gaps in metacommunity research.
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Introduction

Climate change impacts survival and fitness, occa-
sionally with catastrophic consequences of species
extinction.1 Whether species persist, thrive, or be-
come extinct reflects physiological responses to local
abiotic conditions and how these conditions alter
the biotic processes that facilitate persistence.2 To-
gether, these processes play out across a range of
scales where species interact locally, where popu-
lations exchange genes to evolve, and where indi-
viduals and populations migrate.3–5 The full effects
of climate change on species persistence and evo-
lutionary trajectories cannot be understood with-
out considering the importance of both biotic and
abiotic processes across these spatial scales.1,6 For
example, global changes that decrease local abun-
dances may eventually drive species extinct even
when local population growth rates are positive on

average because these local changes lead to lower
colonization and higher extinction rates.7 Some
processes, such as fine-scale individual physiolog-
ical responses and species interactions, are receiving
increased attention.3,8–10 However, other processes,
such as the interplay between broad-scale dispersal
and community dynamics, remain understudied in
the climate change context.2,11

Species persistence in heterogeneous environ-
ments can be understood using metacommunity
models and approaches.12 A metacommunity is a
set of local communities linked through disper-
sal of individuals among habitat patches, where
dynamics within each local community may be
related to other communities.13–16 Well-defined
metacommunity models incorporate local popula-
tion dynamics into community interactions within
habitat patches, and explicitly link these patches
through dispersal of individuals over the landscape.
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Figure 1. Population-, community-, and landscape-level processes. The effect of climate change on species’ traits and demographic
processes (top boxes), as well as its effect on landscape structure and other community members (bottom boxes), jointly determines
the overall impact on species in metacommunities. Metacommunity dynamics are particularly susceptible to climate change
because they are driven by regional processes (gray lines and boxes) and local processes (dashed lines and boxes). A common
measure of species viability that reflects local processes and affects regional processes is local population abundance (thick black
box).

Metacommunity spatial structure, or the degree
of isolation among local communities, impacts
species’ dynamics and viability both within lo-
cal communities and at the regional scale across
all communities considered.15–17 Spatial structure
can also create complexity in communities by in-
fluencing the rate and endpoint of evolutionary
processes,18–21 changing the outcomes of compet-
itive or consumptive interactions at the regional
scale relative to local outcomes,22,23 and creating
extinction debts that persist long after their putative
causes.24–26 It is therefore unsurprising that species
dynamics in spatially patchy communities, or meta-
communities, have yet to be incorporated into pre-
dictions about the effects of climate change on
species. This challenge of incorporating metacom-
munity processes into a global change framework is
arguably one of the largest faced by ecologists.11,26

Relating local climate responses to regional
changes is a key challenge in climate change
ecology.6 Still, metacommunity dynamics have been
considered in very few climate change studies,6,11

possibly because of the scale and complexity of
systems required to test metacommunity dynam-
ics; understanding the effects of climate change on
species interactions alone is difficult,4,10 and the
research required to quantify dispersal dynamics

of even a few species is considerable.27,28 In addi-
tion, recent theoretical and synthetic work has pro-
posed that numerous factors need to be quantified
in order to understand metacommunity ecologi-
cal and evolutionary dynamics.2,21 To understand
eco-evolutionary processes, for example, the factors
needed include genetic diversity within and among
populations, gene flow, and ecological differences
between resident and away populations.21 More-
over, metacommunity modeling has often relied on
parameters that are abstract or very difficult for em-
pirical biologists to interpret or measure.16,29

In this synthesis, we propose methods that al-
low researchers to overcome hurdles to adopting
a metacommunity approach in climate change re-
search. We begin with a general framework for
understanding how local and regional processes in-
fluence metacommunity dynamics (Fig. 1). Using
this framework, we identify how climate change is
likely to alter both local and regional processes and
the feedbacks between them. We then use heuris-
tic models to examine the scaling of local dynam-
ics to regional processes, and vice versa, under
climate change scenarios. In the first scenario, we
consider how climate may impact local abundances,
which ultimately scale up to alter regional dynam-
ics of interacting species. Abundance at the local
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scale often provides a strong indication of the eco-
logical and evolutionary trajectory of species in a
metacommunity;30–32 we focus on changes in abun-
dance for this reason and because it is relatively well
studied. In the second scenario, we investigate how
the effect of climate on colonization rates of a single
species alters its own success, as well as the persis-
tence or success of interacting species. For both sce-
narios, we examine how changing local or regional
processes can render species in metacommunities
vulnerable to extinctions, and how this vulnerability
depends on the type of species interactions consid-
ered. Finally, we describe approaches to studying cli-
mate impacts on species in metacommunities, and
highlight future directions for this field.

How could climate change affect species
persistence in metacommunities?

Species persistence in a changing climate depends in
large part on how demographic processes respond
to biotic and abiotic conditions. Key demographic
processes are those contributing to persistence in the
historical range, and those that facilitate evolution
and spatial tracking of climate conditions. These
processes operate differently for species in meta-
communities compared to those that are members
of communities lacking strong spatial structure.21,26

The difference stems from the relationship be-
tween demographic processes operating primarily
at local scales, and those operating across locales
at regional scales. Local dynamics concern birth
and death rates of closed populations. Variation in
birth and death rates resulting from climate-driven
changes in species interactions or abiotic conditions
affect abundance, population growth, and evolu-
tionary trajectory.4,8,33 Regional processes connect
local populations, linking ecological and evolution-
ary dynamics over a landscape12,14,18,34 (Fig. 1), and
include connectivity among spatially separated pop-
ulations, spatially structured species interactions,
and spatially heterogeneous patterns to disturbance.

Climate change could affect species’ persistence,
distribution, or evolution by altering local com-
munity processes, regional processes, or both.2,6,11

Regional processes are particularly important in
metacommunity research because they determine
the degree to which local and regional abundances
are correlated. In particular, the coupling of lo-
cal and regional abundances depends on the isola-
tion of populations, and varies with species-specific

dispersal traits, physical and physiological barri-
ers, and distance between habitats (Fig. 1, gray
boxes). Climate change can alter isolation by af-
fecting any of these factors, independent of direct
effects on population size or growth trajectory of
local populations.35,36

The effect of climate change on local dynam-
ics also impacts the regional abundance of species
(Fig. 1, dashed boxes). These impacts may be direct,
through physiological responses to climate change,
or may occur indirectly through species interac-
tions. As we show below, metacommunity impacts
that arise from altering local dynamics often gener-
ate correlated patterns across spatial scales. In the
extreme case, local climate change responses may
scale directly, or linearly, to regional responses if
the isolation of local communities is minimal. For
many species, however, the magnitude of regional
climate change responses will differ from those seen
locally due to the nature of scaling. As a result, local
effects are often indicative of the direction, but not
the magnitude, of regional species responses.26

The dynamic feedback between local and regional
processes (Fig. 1) makes metacommunities partic-
ularly vulnerable to global changes.26,37 This vul-
nerability arises because each type of process is
vulnerable to climate change in unique ways, and
their synergy determines the ultimate risk of extinc-
tion and evolutionary potential of species (Fig. 1).
For example, in continuous habitat, the poten-
tial to realize range shifts in response to climate
change is constrained by population growth rate
and maximum dispersal distance.38 In metacom-
munities, range shifts are additionally constrained
by habitat patchiness (isolation), dispersal through
nonhabitat areas,26 and inter- and intraspecific
limitations on population sizes within patches.38

Similarly, the ecological viability of species and their
evolution in metacommunities depend on habi-
tat patchiness and interspecific interactions within
patches.21,26

The challenge in studying metacommunities is to
determine the effects of climate change on processes
at different scales, and to account for their synergy.
Isolation and local abundance are two practical fo-
cal points for advancing a conceptual and empirical
approach to understanding climate change impacts.
Isolation and local abundance can be estimated em-
pirically and related to ecological and evolutionary
theory, and their responses to climate change can
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Figure 2. The relationship between local abundance, extinction, colonization of new sites, and regional frequency. Three dispersal
strategies are shown, where the proportion of individuals dispersing shows a linear relationship to local abundance (black), a
positive density-dependent relationship so that the proportion dispersing increases with local population size (proportion = 1 −
e(−abundance × constant); gray), or a condition-dependent relationship where the proportion dispersing decreases as local abundance
increases (proportion = e(−abundance × constant); dashed). All dispersal strategies are standardized to have the same proportion of
individuals dispersing at a mid-level abundance (250 individuals). (A) Colonization is a saturating function of number of seeds
successfully dispersing (s) and is described by a Monod function (P(colonization) = s/(b + s), where b is the half-saturation
constant). (B) Colonization is reduced by an Allee effect (using the Monod function in A raised to the exponent 2). Panels C–E
show extinction functions as P(extinction) = 1/nz, where z is the extinction exponent. Panels F–H give the equilibrium abundance
that results from the combination of the saturating colonization function and each extinction exponent.

be studied using experiments, models, and observa-
tions. We illustrate how they can be used to estimate
species climate change responses both locally and
regionally.

Scaling from local to regional processes
in metapopulations

The challenge of understanding local and regional
dynamics, and how they interact, requires a method
for integrating changes at both scales. We can move
toward this understanding for metacommunities by
first considering the simpler case of how local and re-
gional population dynamics are related in metapop-

ulations. Although climate change can influence lo-
cal and regional processes in surprising ways,3,10,36,39

the abundances of local populations provide a clear
link between the local and regional dynamics of
most metapopulations26,30,40–43 (Fig. 2). For exam-
ple, local extinction rates are well predicted by local
population size;30,40,44,45 the number of dispersing
individuals from a patch is often a positive func-
tion of local abundance26,46 (Fig. 2A and B); and the
genetic variance and fitness of populations are cor-
related to population size.31,47 As a result, regional
abundance scales monotonically with mean local
abundance in most metapopulations, although the
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functional form of this scaling depends on the ex-
act relationships between abundance, dispersal, and
extinction.

Despite the importance of local abundance for
linking local and regional dynamics, predicting the
regional implications of changes in local abundances
is not trivial. As an example, consider the hypothet-
ical species illustrated in Figure 2G. For the gray
species, a drop in local abundance from 200 to 100
individuals/patch would cause a drastic regional de-
cline, causing it to disappear from about 75% of pre-
viously occupied patches. In contrast, if the black or
dashed species experienced the same drop in local
abundances, their regional frequencies would only
drop by 10–15%. However, a mere 20% decline in
local abundance of the black species would drive it
to extinction if it initially had a local abundance of
70 individuals. These scenarios highlight the need to
quantify how local processes scale to regional abun-
dances, and vice versa, in order to predict the effects
of climate change.

Just as changes in local abundances impact re-
gional distributions in metapopulations, changes in
the dispersal of individuals among habitat patches
can have surprisingly large impacts. For exam-
ple, warmer temperatures are sometimes associated
with a decrease in the size of individuals within a
population;48 smaller individuals have shorter dis-
persal distances for plants49 and some insects,50 ef-
fectively reducing the connectivity of the landscape.
Similarly, temperature alters development rates of
the larvae of marine animals, modifying survival
and dispersal rates, and potentially reducing con-
nectivity in warming oceans by decreasing the length
of time that larvae disperse.35,51 The same phe-
nomenon may result from physical changes to the
landscape, such as decreases in the number and con-
nectivity of vernal pools with increased warming or
drought.39

Changes in connectivity may be coincident with
decreases in local abundance. However, the impacts
are distinct. Because dispersal kernels often decay
exponentially with distance, changes in connectivity
can have disproportionate impacts on the viability
of metapopulations.26 In addition, certain patches
in a landscape can have far larger impacts on overall
metapopulation viability than other patches of equal
carrying capacity simply because they create impor-
tant spatial links.37,41,52 These details of metapop-
ulations are too complex to capture in simple

(spatially implicit) models, but are nonetheless
critical to understanding the viability of metapopu-
lations. Fortunately, recent mathematical and statis-
tical advances in spatial ecology52,53 allow for these
impacts to be quantified.

Although the exact regional dynamics of
metapopulations depend critically on the distribu-
tion of habitats, these dynamics can still be qual-
itatively captured with heuristic models (Fig. 2).37

These models highlight two critical metapopulation
processes that must be well understood to predict
the effects of climate change. First, absolute local
abundance and change in this abundance need to
be known to correctly scale the impacts of local dy-
namics to regional outcomes. Second, this scaling
will depend on regional processes of colonization
and extinction, which cannot be inferred from local
dynamics alone. Although complete knowledge of
these two processes is lacking for the vast major-
ity of organisms, biologists cannot ignore them and
still hope to predict the long-term consequences of
climate change.

Fortunately, there are several methods available
for quantifying the metapopulation processes that
link local and regional abundances. The most ap-
propriate approach for a given study area depends
on the data available. For well-studied species, in-
formation may be available to model both local
and regional dynamics. For example, work by Clark
et al.54–57 provides estimates of the local impacts
of climate change on tree communities as well as
species’ dispersal abilities; this work can be cou-
pled with landscape information to model meta-
community processes in a given region.54–57 In
cases where data are more scarce but include patch-
occupancy data from one or more time periods, the
incidence-function approach can be used to param-
eterize metapopulation models.40,46 The incidence-
function approach relies on regional abundances
reflecting quasi-equilibrium conditions, and is ap-
propriate when at least one snapshot of patch-
occupancy data is from historical (predisturbance)
sampling. Unfortunately, these types of data are
not present for many species, as data are often
collected following changes to metapopulation dy-
namics, such as reductions in species abundances or
alteration of the landscape.26,58,59

A third approach to estimating the impact
of global change on metapopulations, the rela-
tive viability approach, was recently developed for
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metapopulations that have undergone some degree
of change.26 It couples experiments with sampling
data to determine the change in metapopulation via-
bility that results from a given change such as species
invasions or climate change. The relative viability
approach requires measurement of comparatively
few parameters and can be used to partition the
effects of local and regional processes on metapop-
ulation viability.26 As the name implies, this ap-
proach provides a measure of the relative viability
of a species, which is used with information on the
species before climate change to estimate extinction
risk and long-term viability.

Species interactions in space: moving
from metapopulations to metacommunities

There are a number of important processes that
structure metacommunities (Fig. 1). First, when
considering a single focal species, any change to local
dynamics that increases carrying capacity will scale
up to a higher regional abundance when the local
to regional scaling is a positive function. Similarly,
any change that increases local extinction rates, such
as an increase in temporal environmental variabil-
ity, will cause a decrease in regional abundances.
Finally, increasing the connectivity of patches, ei-
ther by changing the dispersal success of the species
or altering the landscape, results in higher regional
abundances. These predictions are intrinsic to all
metapopulation models, and are sufficient when re-
searchers are interested in a single species. However,
they are not sufficient to capture the dynamics of
multiple interacting species in a community.

Understanding how species interactions influ-
ence local and regional processes is key to scal-
ing from metapopulations to metacommunities.
Clearly, interactions that alter local abundances of
one species have a direct effect on that species’ ex-
tinction and colonization rates within a patch.26

More difficult to predict is how this direct ef-
fect changes the probability of the two interact-
ing species co-occurring in other patches, and thus
the regional outcome of local interactions.13,60,61

In addition, one species in a metacommunity
may influence another species’ regional dynam-
ics more directly, by altering establishment rates
within patches,32 emigration rates from patches,62

or changing its ability to disperse through the ma-
trix area between patches.26 The processes that can
affect a metacommunity are too diverse to compre-

hensively review, and often researchers’ insights into
the natural history of a system expose novel pro-
cesses. For example, Altermatt et al.36 demonstrated
that dispersal among rock pools increased for several
Daphnia species with warming, but that warming
nonetheless favored some species more than others
because of differences in dispersal dynamics.

Despite the diversity of processes that can alter
metacommunity dynamics in a changing climate,
the impacts on species in metacommunities may be
fairly general. To consider these impacts, we intro-
duce two metacommunity modules that have qual-
itatively different local dynamics.2,13 The specific
models and assumptions are given in the Appendix.
In general, the models differ in that one consid-
ers competitive interactions between two species,
whereas the other examines facilitative interactions.
In both cases, we consider two scenarios: how
gradual, temperature-dependent decreases in car-
rying capacity alter local and regional dynamics,
and how gradual changes in colonization of one
species influences the local and regional dynamics
of both species. The changes in dispersal or carry-
ing capacity that we model are predicted from the
gradual physiological changes that result from the
temperature-dependency of metabolic rates.4,66,67

The case studies that we highlight were chosen to
illustrate when these gradual changes generate dra-
matic changes in regional dynamics.

When climate change gradually decreases carry-
ing capacity of competing species (see Appendix),
species can have very different responses region-
ally even if their local responses are similar to each
other (Fig. 3A–C versus Fig. 3D–F). Local declines
in both species result in the rapid regional decline
of one competitor, but a relatively small decrease
in the abundance of the other competitor (Fig. 3A–
C). For example, when temperatures change from
20 to 24 ◦C, the hypothetical gray species in
Figure 3A becomes extinct, dropping its regional
abundance by more than 20%. This large drop in
regional abundance coincides with a fairly small
change in local abundance (Fig. 3B). This appar-
ent contrast between local and regional impacts of
temperature change results from the change in re-
alized competition that the more abundant species
experiences; as its competitor decreases regionally,
the number of patches where it experiences compe-
tition falls, which compensates for the direct neg-
ative effect of temperature change. Meanwhile, the
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less abundant species experience local abundances
that are low enough for its extinction rate to ap-
proach its colonization rate when its competitor
is present, causing rapid declines that ultimately
help its competitor. This general trend occurs when
per capita competition coefficients favor the more
abundant (Fig. 3B and E) or less abundant species
(Fig. 3C and F).

The effect of a decrease in carrying capacity fol-
lowing climate change is markedly different for
species that facilitate each other (Fig. 4). In this
case, regional abundances of both species decrease
as carrying capacity declines, and this decrease is on
average steeper than observed for competing species
(Fig. 4A–C versus Fig. 3A–C). The steeper regional
decline results from positive feedback between
local and regional processes, whereby decreases in
local abundances decrease colonization and increase
extinction rates. This results in lower regional abun-
dances, and thus less co-occurrence within patches,
which further reduces local abundances (Fig. 4D–F,
solid versus dashed lines). As a result, species that fa-
cilitate each other can show very steep and correlated
declines in abundance when carrying capacities de-
cline even gradually, as could occur with small shifts
in temperature. This phenomenon can cause species
to go from relatively abundant (present in 20–40%
of patches) to regionally extinct with a fairly small
(3 ◦C) change in temperature (Fig. 4A–C), even
though changes in local abundance over this tem-
perature are minor and no acute thermal stress is
invoked (Fig. 4D–F).

Climate change can also impact metacommuni-
ties by altering dispersal dynamics directly (Fig. 5).
In the example of Daphnia dispersing among rock
pools, the authors noted that dispersal is more
sensitive to climate for some species than others.36

We model these dynamics for two interacting species
that vary in how temperature impacts their dispersal
success (Fig. 5A and B). A change in a species’ per
capita colonization rates always strongly affects its
regional abundance (Fig. 5C and E), and can often
have a large effect on interacting species as well. For
example, when the colonization rate of the species
with the larger carrying capacity falls, the species’
regional abundance also decreases, promoting its
competitor (Fig. 5D). This competitive release at
the regional scale could be falsely interpreted as one
species driving the other extinct. The same effect on
colonization in a facilitative metacommunity has

the opposite effect on the partner, lowering its re-
gional abundance either slightly or to a larger degree
(Fig. 5E and F).

The simultaneous response of local and regional
dynamics to climate change has a multiplicative ef-
fect on species viability.26,52 In other words, if a
loss in carrying capacity (Fig. 3D) were to occur
simultaneously with a decrease in per capita colo-
nization rates (Fig. 5A), the overall effect would be
much greater than what we would expect by sim-
ply adding the effect of each of these processes in
isolation.26 When other nonlinear processes, such
as Allee effects (Fig. 2A), are included, the overall
effects are still greater.52 Although it is often diffi-
cult to study multiple processes simultaneously, the
multiplicative nature of metacommunity dynamics
highlights the need to identify and jointly quantify
the important local and regional effects of global
changes.26

Lessons for global change biologists

The challenge of incorporating metacommunity
approaches into global change science is signifi-
cant. Research to date highlights the importance
of considering multiple processes at various scales
simultaneously,20,26,36,39,63 what we have loosely
termed local and regional processes. Although it is
clear that understanding local population and com-
munity processes is a good starting point, it is essen-
tial that biologists take the next step to link these to
regional processes. For example, explicitly relating
local and regional dynamics requires understand-
ing how colonization and emigration rates depend
on intra- or interspecific interactions52,62 (Fig. 2).
Similarly, estimates of regional processes, such as
individual dispersal distances, are essential to fully
understand metacommunity dynamics.28,34,35,57

Despite the importance of correctly identifying
and quantifying both local and regional processes,
many studies would greatly benefit from incorpo-
rating metacommunity processes even when some
of these processes are not completely understood.
For example, seed dispersal plays an important
role in plant metacommunities but is very diffi-
cult to quantify.63 One approach that can be used
is to incorporate general dispersal kernels into this
research,27,28,35,49,57 and test the sensitivity of pre-
dictions to reasonable levels of variation in dispersal
estimates. Similarly, although it is important to un-
derstand the relationship between abundance and
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Figure 4. The direct effect of temperature on carrying capacity and the resulting regional dynamics in a mutualistic metacommu-
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number of individuals dispersing39 (Fig. 2), most
biologists use a linear relationship as a starting
hypothesis.37,46

The approach of incorporating metacommunity
processes before they can all be fully tested requires
biologists to recognize that our understanding of
every ecosystem is simply a working hypothesis
that needs improvement. We advocate beginning
with the simplest metacommunity models, and
then building on or revising these models as
their predictions or assumptions are proven to
be inadequate. Although simple models may be
incomplete, they have provided insights into the
effects of global changes ranging from habitat
loss37,41,64 to invasions26,65 to climate.36 Moreover,
including even an incomplete knowledge of regional
dynamics into research is likely more correct than
ignoring them altogether, and this process will lead
to a more rapid increase in understanding how to
jointly consider local and regional dynamics.11

Metacommunity research has not only high-
lighted gaps in traditional research programs, but
also has identified key concepts that are impor-
tant but poorly understood even in well-developed
metacommunity models. One of these concepts is
the link between metacommunity dynamics and
range shifts. Although species in metacommunities
must have reasonable dispersal abilities to persist,
their movement into new areas (i.e., range shifts) is
also more restricted than that of species in contin-
uous habitat. This restricted movement occurs be-
cause dispersal into patchy landscapes relies heavily
on the rate of population build-up in the new area,
with larger populations more able to jump to new
habitat patches.38 As a result, we expect species in
patchy habitats to shift ranges in discrete jumps.
The role of fat-tailed dispersal kernels may be less
relevant to population spread in such cases, at least
for species that disperse passively or that show an
Allee effect.38 The interplay between this slower,
discontinuous dispersal and interactions with resi-
dent species requires more theoretical and empirical
research.61

Extinction debts are also important but poorly
quantified in metacommunities. An extinction debt
arises any time a change to the metacommunity
causes the delayed but deterministic extinction of
species. For example, early research showed how
habitat destruction could drive the extinction of
species in a metacommunity 50 to over 1000 years

after habitat destruction.24 Subsequent work has
shown that this delay depends on how close a
given species is to its extinction threshold, the point
at which habitat destruction is sufficient to drive
it extinct.41 Despite these examples from models,
biologists have relatively little data on extinction
debt timelines in real ecosystems.59 Without these,
it will be difficult to understand whether short-
term persistence may in fact lead to extinction in
metacommunities.26

In summary, metacommunities represent a great
challenge and opportunity to global change biolo-
gists. The interplay of local and regional processes
that is central to metacommunities is also increas-
ingly important for all species faced with changing
local habitats, range shifts, and changing interac-
tions with other species experiencing similar pro-
cesses. The growth of metacommunity research in
global change biology promises to further our un-
derstanding of fundamental ecological concepts as
well as provide a backbone for predicting and me-
diating the biotic effects of global climate change.

Appendix

Our heuristic model assumes that the dynamics of
each species when alone is modeled by consumer-
resource dynamics. Within a patch occupied by
species i

d Ni

dt
= uc Ni R − mNi, (A1a)

d R

dt
= s − uNi R, (A1b)

where R is the resource, N is the population abun-
dance, u is the uptake rate, c is the conversion rate,
and m is the per-capita mortality rate. The parame-
ter s describes the supply rate of the resource. With
nontrivial equilibria of

R̂ = m

uc
, N̂i = s c

m
, (A2)

the parameters u and m (the species uptake and
mortality) are temperature dependent, whereas
conversion (c) is not.4,66,67 The supply rate of
(abiotic) resources (s) depends on the processes
that provide the limiting resources; here, we assume
either that the supply rate is independent of tem-
perature or that it changes at the same rate as
plant mortality. The equilibrium value for the
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resource (Eq. A2) is also termed the R∗ of the
species. This value determines competitive out-
comes when species are competing for a single re-
source, with the species with the lowest R∗ being
the best competitor.68 Mortality increases with tem-
perature and is well modeled by the Boltzmann–
Arrhenius function:

m(T) = be
−Em

kT , (A3)

where b is a species-specific parameter, k is Boltz-
mann’s constant, T is temperature in Kelvin, and Em

is the activation energy of mortality that specifies
the species temperature response curve.67 Incorpo-
rating (Eq. A3) into the equilibrium N (Eq. A2) has
no effect on the carrying capacity of the focal species
(K) when the supply rate changes at the same rate.
However, when the supply rate does not change, it
changes the equilibrium abundance at the rate:

K ∝ e
Em
kT . (A4)

For plants, we use 0.32 as the activation energy of
mortality.4 A similar result is obtained when consid-
ering herbivores that eat common plant species so
long as the activation energies of the plants are lower
than those of the herbivores. In this case, an approx-
imate change in carrying capacity of the herbivore
is given by the quotient of the activation energies of
the herbivore feeding rate (Eh) and the plant growth
rate (Ep), e (E h−E p)/(kT), which is 0.33 on average.4

Our two metacommunity models examine fac-
ultative mutualisms and competitive dynamics that
are not sufficiently strong to drive species extinct
locally (weak competition13). Local dynamics are
modeled with the general Lotka–Volterra competi-
tion model

d Ni

dt
= r Ni

(
1 − Ni + �ij Nj

K i

)
. (A5)

In this model, r is the population growth rate and
� measures the competitive (facilitative) impact of
species j on i when positive (negative). Note that, in
the competitive model, the interaction coefficients
can emerge from species having partial overlap of re-
source use or by interfering directly with each other.
In the facilitation model, the interaction coefficients
are best understood by the decrease in mortality
rates that occurs when species co-occur. The two-

species, nontrivial equilibrium for species i is:

N̂i = K i − �ij K j

(1 − �ij�ji)
. (A6)

And the equilibrium for j is identical with
subscripts switched. For these two models, we
assume that interaction coefficients (�) are
independent of temperature so that changes in in-
teractions with temperature are only modified by
changes in resource consumption and K (Eqs. A2
and A4). When carrying capacity changes with tem-
perature (Eq. A4), the functional form of the equi-
librium populations (Eqs. A4 and A6 appear as in
Figures 3D–F and 4D–F).

Metacommunity dynamics: We use a simple, spa-
tially implicit metacommunity with equal patch
qualities to illustrate the commonalities and differ-
ences between competitive and facilitative models.
For our exploration of metacommunity processes,
we use the following rules to scale from local to
regional dynamics:41

cA ∝ KA, eA ∝ 1

KA
(A7a)

cAB ∝ ÂBpresent, eAB ∝ 1

ÂBpresent

. (A7b)

Here, cA represents the colonization rate of species
A from sites occupied by species A alone or by both A
and B (cAB), and e is the extinction rate. The dynam-
ics for species B are symmetric (i.e., the subscripts
are switched).

For species A and B, the scaling of local to regional
dynamics are given by Eqs. A7a and A7b, and the
regional dynamics are defined a:

d A

dt
= cA A (1 − A − B − AB)

+ cAB AB (1 − A − B − AB) + eBA AB

− eA A − cB B × A − cBA AB × A, (A8a)

d AB

dt
= AB(cAB B + cBA A) + cB B × A + cA A

× B + (1 − A − B − AB) t(cA A × cB B

+ cA A × cBA AB + cAB AB

× cB B + cAB AB × cBA AB) − eBA AB

− eAB AB, (A8b)
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where AB represents patches occupied by both
species A and B, and the regional dynamics of species
B are symmetric to those of A (i.e., Eq. A8a with sub-
scripts switched). To model the effect of changing
colonization rates, we specify the proportionality
constant in Eq. A7 and vary this constant as a func-
tion of temperature (Fig. 5A and B).
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